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The Pecu Novus Network



What Is The Pecu Novus Network?
The Pecu Novus Network is a blockchain technology powered network 
incorporating a digital asset that enables parties on the network to con-
duct instant, zero cost coin based transactions globally. 

The Pecu Novus Network features the Pecu Novus Secure Escrow 
System, Smart Contract Enabled, Internal Messaging, Dual Confirma-
tion, Transparent Transactions and more in development for ease of 
use. In addition the network features a larger and scalable block size 
which provides virtually instantaneous transaction confirmations, 
better storage efficiency and functionality for users of the network. 

The symbol for Pecu Novus is PECU and the coins are referred to as 
PECU (pea-ku).

This viable digital asset was named Pecu Novus for a keen reason:

In Latin Pecunia means "MONEY" and Novus means "NEW", so in 
short Pecu Novus = NEW MONEY

Origin of the Pecu Novus Name



PECU NOVUS WAS BUILT FOR BUSINESS

The Pecu Novus Network was built for business transactions where transparency and security are 
the standard. A proprietary escrow system allows for businesses to have more control over their 
transactions where most networks only offer final transactions. The network provides fraud protec-
tion, swift international transactions, dual confirmations and more.
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Many Other Valuable Features Currently in Development



The History of The Pecu Novus Network
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The creation of The Pecu Novus Network is a simple story of a problem and a solution. A group of 
software engineers teamed up in order to find a better way to conduct international business. 
They looked at all current methods in use today including the use of other cryptocurrencies, they 
knew that they could make it more functional, more affordable, more secure and more transparent. 
In August 2017 the journey began and in December 2017 the birth of The Pecu Novus Network 
happened.

The project was self funded by the development team and they took into account the inevitable 
regulation that would plague the sector in due time, so an Initial Coin Offering was never issued. 
Today the network is used by both businesses and individuals for secure transactions globally.

The Birth of The Pecu Novus Network



The Next Phase of The Pecu Novus Network

In March 2018 the development team understood that they would reach their limit 
as to how far they could take The Pecu Novus Network so they approached 
Megahoot to further develop, maintain and grow the network.

The Megahoot team created a new logo and redesigned the entire Pecu Novus 
information website to make it easier for the general public to understand the 
actual use of The Pecu Novus Network and its coins. Megahoot enhanced and 
developed new features for the network which benefits both businesses and indi-
viduals. The Megahoot Vault was launched in June 2018 which allows for the peer 
to peer exchange of Megahoot Coins, Pecu Novus coins and other coins/tokens 
will be onboarded late Novemebr 2018. It will also house secure digital documents 
and much more shortly. This will assist in creating liquidity and usage of Pecu 
Novus coins.

The Airdrop Program is scheduled to be launched late November 2018 where 
Pecu Novus coinholders will directly benefit. The Digital Asset Dividend Distribu-
tion “DADD” of Megahoot Coins were distributed to Pecu Novus coinholders 
within the Megahoot Vault on June 17,2018.

Additionally, the Pecu Novus team will begin the process of marketing the func-
tionality and utility of the network to businesses globally to increase the usage of 
the network. The marketing efforts will also include increasing the access, usage 
and distribution of the coin via various distribution channels such as ATM’s and 
e-commerce payment platforms, 

Through these efforts the team seeks to solidify The Pecu Novus Network as a 
standard global platform for business transactions globally.



As with any store of value, whether it be digital or 
physical, the possibility of it accruing in value 
over time is solidly there. The key word is "VALUE" 
, Pecu Novus has a circulating supply of 10 million 
coins , 10 million coins not in circulation are des-
ignated for global commercial transactions and 
80 million coins not in circulation are solely desig-
nated for the Pecu Asset Fund investment pur-
poses. As the fund increases in value and usage 
grows globally so does the viability of the Pecu 
Novus Network and coins.  So like gold, silver, 
certain stocks or bonds, holding viable digital 
assets such as PECU have proven to be growth 
situations. The key with The Pecu Novus Network 
is its utility and  continued growth of the network 
and coin distribution globally.

Is Pecu Novus Seen as an Investment?



Pecu holder “A” wants to send coins to 
Pecu holder “B” & use the escrow feature

Pecu holder “A” adds a release date & locks 
the coins in escrow for Pecu holder “B”

Pecu coins 
are locked 
in Pecu 
holder “B” 
wallet

A new block is added to the blockchain 
providing a transparent record of it 

All trans-
actions are 
transpar-
ent

On the release date the coins are released 
from escrow & the transaction is complete

The Pecu Novus Escrow System was developed to protect both the sender and receiver of Pecu 
Coins. So as opposed to just sending coins free and clear for a transaction, no matter what the size, 
you can send them with a dated release option. So if the coins were being used for a real estate 
transaction or an import/export transaction, basically the coins and highlights of the contract would 
be inserted into the appropriate slot either "Note" and/or "Private Note" slots in the "Send Coins" 
area. That information becomes a permanent part of the blockchain. Once those coins are in escrow 
with a speci�c date then whatever transaction was to take place then takes place according to the 
physical or verbal contract. Both parties must validate the transaction for escrow to be released.

What is the Escrow System Used For? and How Does it Work?



What is the Maximum Supply of Coins?

The maximum supply of coins is 100 million Pecu Novus coins and are broken down as such:

Not in Public Circulation Currently: 80 million Pecu Novus coins are in the Investment Supply to support the Pecu 
Novus Asset Fund.

Not in Public Circulation: 10 million Pecu Novus Coins are in the Escrow Supply for commercial purposes.

In Public Circulation: 10 million Pecu Novus coins are freely in the Public Circulating Supply.

The Maximum Supply of Pecu Novus coins is capped at 100 million coins.



The Pecu Novus Asset Fund

The Pecu Novus Asset Fund (the "Fund") would be best described as an 
"Hybrid Fund", whereby, the Fund's investment strategy is to invest over a wide 
variety of investment assets, including but not limited to, equity (in both 
private and public companies), debt (in both public and private companies), 
real estate, digital assets, precious metals, derivatives and others.

There is no �xed allocation of assets or �xed time frame that the Fund is 
required to hold any speci�c investment.

Currently, the Fund has invested in the equity of various companies and is 
actively seeking additional appropriate investment opportunities
.
Disclosure of the Fund's value will be made on a semi-annual basis and period-
ically the manager of the Fund may make announcements as to various invest-
ments that have been completed.

The Pecu Novus Asset Fund's manager is Falcon Global Acquisitions, LLC,  
Falcon Global Acquisitions is contracted to manage the Fund's assets and 
further the growth of the Fund's value and diversity.

The Pecu Novus Fund through the utilization of the Pecu Novus Coins, held 
within the Fund itself, will utilize those coins as the investment vehicle to 
further invest and diversify the Fund's portfolio of assets. The Fund will not 
seek out any outside investors to invest in the Fund, however, the Fund may 
join with other investors to jointly invest in various investment opportunities.




